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R. Roszbach: Improving Vehicle Rearlighting and Signalling 

Abstract 

Measures that can be taken to improve vehicle rearligbting and signalling 

are described in broad outline. These measures relate to the visibility 

of a vehicle, determination of its position (and derivatives), the additional 

indication of specific vehicle-cha.racteristics and preferabie coding methods 

to be applied to the design of these indications. Each of the proposed measures 

is briefly discussed and/or documented. Some remarks relevant to the design 

of implementation programs, are made. 

Introduction 

In the evaluation of rearlighting systems criterion-measures will have to beo 

selected. If the ultimate criterion is related to safety, or, more specifical

ly, to a reduction in frequency and/or severity of re ar-end accidents - as is 

the present point of view - then this constitutes a difficuit task. Except when 

rather simple modifications are involved - such as the presence of running 

lights during daytime - accident data are not available. Moreover, it wouid seem 

to be impracticable to collect such data in the near future, that is, data which 

are sufficiently differentiated to have implications for the design of rear

lighting systems. 

An experimental evaluation method by way of substitution wouid be possible if , 
some set of dependent variables could be accepted on the basis of an empirically 

verified relationship with accident-occurence. With the present state of the 

art in driver behaviour research however, no results can be regarded as suffi

cient for this purpose. 

It should be recognized therefore, that at present countermeasures in this field 

cannot be determined by strictly empirical means but will inevitably be the 

result of some mixture of assumptions, analysis, experimental results and opi

nion. This is of course a situation which is not unique to the determination of 

countermeasures in the field of vehicle lighting and signalling. 

The basic task in which vehicle lighting and signalling can be of assistance to 

a driver following or approaching a car may be taken to be the prediction of 
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future positions of that vehicle over a certain time interval. The positions 

as such as weIl as the time at which any specific position is taken have to 

be considered. To be able to accomplish this the vehicle will have to be detec

ted and localised, its movement-characteristics will have to be determined and 

possible changes or constancy of the movement-characteristics during the time

interval for which positions are predicted will have to be anticipated. A further 

differentiation in sub-tasks is possible. 

From this point of view improving rearlighting and signalling will mean designing 

the system in such a way that the genera 1 performance of these tasks is affected 

with respect to speed and/or error. 

The hypothesized link with accident-occurence may be constructed along the follo

wing linesl Accidents are considered to coincide with the occurence of extreme 

values (or a combination of extreme values) on certain performance variables, 

such as those mentioned above. Influencing general performance, for instance 

by shifting mean performance, will also have implications for the frequency of 

these extreme values. In this sense an effect on accident-frequency may be hypo

thesi~ed. 

Vehicle and signal detectability 

For the practical traffic situation a division in several sub-problema i. pos

sible. The first concerns those circumstances in which vehiclea aa auch are 

sufficiently detectable and those in which additional lighting is necessary. 

The answer here should be obvioua for situations in which surrounding luminances 

are low (night) or light transmission is reduced (fog, etc.). The question is 

then reduced to whether or not daytime lighting of vehicles is necesaary. Several 

studies are relevant to this question. 

Vehicle luminancea in general have been compared with surrounding luminancea in 

generall) and visibility ratings of vehicles in diverse traffic situations have 

been obtained2). 

Some accident data are also availablel 

An experiment has been performed in which some 300 non-lighted vehiclea were com

pared with an equal number of lighted vehiclea on their accident-hiatory over 

a period of one year3 ). Accident records from a number of American States in 

which daytime lighting has become obligatory for motorcycles have been analysed4 ). 

All of these studies point towards a beneficial effect of daytime lighting of 

vehicles. The basic point seems to be that in at least some daylight situations 
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vehicle detectability may be insufficient while drivers either cannot asses 

this (their own vehicle'~) detectability in an adequate manner or, if they can, 

do not act accordingly (by switching lights on)2). 

A second problem concerns the determination of light-intensities in such a way 

that with variabie surrounding luminances and transmissiveness of the atmosphere 

vehicle detectability remains adequate while glare-effects are kept at an accep

tabel level. 

On prior grounds it would seem improbable that with the existing large variations 

in surrounding luminances and transmissiveness light sources of one single inten

sity could meet such a criterion. Some illustrative results are available, indi

cating for instance that for signalling lights maximum intensities acceptable 

at night are lower than minimum intensities acceptable in daytime or fog S, 6). 

The problem should in fact be stated somewhat differently. An optimum contrast 

(or range of contrasts) may be assumed. The problem is then reduced to th at of 

keeping contrasts at the desired value, that is, adapting light-intensitie. to 

the surrounding luminance and transmissivenes8 of the atmosphere. Formulated in 

this manner the problem appears to be largely technical (or economieal) in nature. 

Manual operation of such a multi-Ievel system should of course be avoided. If 

automatic operation is not possible the number of levela to be used will be de

termined by the condition th at at least additional complexity in the operation 

of the system should be avoided. This requirement can be taken into account in a 

four-Ievel system in which the lights are switched on automatically af ter igni

tion and a driver has to operate two switches, one to select day or night-inten

sity and one to select the intensity for clear weather or fog etc. This would not 

be more complicated than many present lighting systems in which a light-switch 

(on/off) and á foglight-.vitch (on/off) have to be operated • 

. \ mul ti-level system cannot avoid glare arising from a decrease in viewing 

rlistance. Especially with nighttime fog glare-effects may be considerable if 

high intensities are used and vie,dng distances are smalle One way to reduce 

these effects would be by increasing the area of the lightsource (for "area" 

lightsources the increase in glare-effects with decreasing viewing distance 

will be substantially less than for "point" lightsources). Other, more technical 

solutions are also possible. For instance the light beam may be specified in 

such a way that emBioD 'in directions above the horizontal plane through the 

litrht is reduced. 

If the position of the lightsouree is lower than t~at of the observer's eye the 

emission in the direction of the observer's eye will then decrease with 

decreasing viewing distance. 

It would seem that the specific intensities to be selected are very much 

dependent on the technical solutions with regard to "multiple levels", "cutting 
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off" li:.;lttbeal'ls etc. Another Illlestion that enters into this rlecision is the 

interlsity ratio between brake en taillights. Presently, and in connection ~ith 

the poor definition of hrakelights, a ratio of at least 10 : 1 is frequently 

considered preferahle. In this case intensity limits for hrakelights irunediately 

set limits to taillight intensities and vice versa. If the hrakeliJ!hts were 

hetter defined however, (not on the hasi s of an in ten ~3i ty-d i scrimination) th i s 

requirenent could be eliminated anr! a lower ratio accepted. 

Information about relative position and derivatives 

In a reduced visual environment avehiele's taillights will provide the 

infornation necessary to estimate its position, speed etc. The physical 

properties of the lightsourees and their (changing) position relative to the 

observer will determine the properties of the retinal image. Given these 

interrelationships the position of the object may be derived from the properties 

of the retinal image, in this case its size or illuminance. As far as size is 

concerned the projected lightsourees as weIl as the projected distance(s) 

beb.een b.o (or more) sourees may be taken into consideration. Several studies 

have shown that the angular separation between taillights is by far the most 

powerful souree of information 7, 8, 9) 

The visual angle subtended by the taillights is not only determined by the 

distance relative to the observer, but also by the separation distance between 

the taillights and the orientation of the vehicle relative to the observer. 

More information will therefore be provided if the orientation and separation 

distance are known. At present the range of separation distances between tail

lights is such that maximum values may be about tbree times as large as minimum 

values (small cars witb taillights not at the most sideward position versus 

trucks). This variation will be introduced as a source of error in tbe 

estimation of distances and even more so in the estimation of relative speeds 

since the speed of the ligbtlourca projectiona on tha retina - relativa to 

each other - is (inversely) related to the square of tbe distance. 

Standarrlization of separation distances theretora .àema deeirable. Tbie 

may be combined with extra .idemarking lichte tor vehicl.a e3:ceeding a certain 

,vidth. In this manner the separation distance hetween the two outer lights is 

also kept at the maximum value. 

larger separation distances the 

changing relative position wil! 

This may be considered desirable since with 

magnitudes of differences in visual angle with 

be larger JE).' 

JE) and more detectable if just noticeable differences are constituted by a 

constant fraction of tbe initial stimulus vàlue plus a constant value, which 

seems to be areasonabie descr'iption for tb. eaa. of suceesaive judgements 10). 
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Furthermore, inner aun outer lights may uIIder certain circumstances serve a. a 

kinri of fusion-display. Illformation ahout a vehicles orientation toward the 

ohserver wil! he given if sicle-marl<in~ lights (front anll rear) emit li~ht in 

side'''ard directions as "elI as to the rear and front •• \. pattern of t\Yo or three 

lit!.hts h'ill then e!'1er:,!;e from ",hich the orientation may be oerived. 

It has also heen der.lOnstrated 9) that for single lightsourees the allgle 

suhtended hy the light is a more pO~"erful cue for relative movement than its 

corres!lond ing i lluminallce at the observer' s eye (provided the angle is large 

enough to be able to regarfl the light as an area-source). This suggests that 

for vehicles carrying only one taillight enlarging the area of the lightsource 

would be recommendable since the viewing distance over which it will function 

as an area source will ttlen be increased • .A similar effect could of course be 

obtained by adding a second light, even if the separation distance between the 

two resulting lights is relatively smalle 

The modifications mentioned above may be taken to improve the possibilities to 

sense a vehicle's position, speed etc. relative to the observer. This does 

not'imply however that position, speed and higher order derivatives can then 

be estimated with sufficient precision. Speed estimates usually contain a conside

rable aruount of error 11). Generally tbe buman capabilities to sense and 

utilize derivative information are considered limited 12). For the 

traffic situation as well as simulated approach ,and recess-situations 

demonstrative results have been obtained 13, 14). These indicate at least that 

speed judgements are not veridical over the range of speeds encountered in 

traffic. As far as tendencies are concerned there is some basis to conclude 

that slow speeds tend to be over-estimated ,~hile high speeds are slightly 

under-estimated, which does not seem to be a safe bias. Moreover, the ability 

to detect relative movement as such, without estimating the magnitude of 

relative speed appears rather limited. For instancel with moderate 

viewing distallces (~O-160 m) thresholds for speeds of approach - detected on 

the hasis of angular separation of taillights - may take values of about 

25-60 krV'h (if viewin~ time is short) 15). Additional information therefore 

remains necessary, particularly when complex operations such as estimating 

speeds or speed changes aud ilredicting changes in movement-characteristics are 

recl'üred. 

This need for additional infornation is recognized in the specification of 

present signalling systems which contain obligatory signals for braking and 

anticipated changes of direction. ~side from the fact that this is a rather 

limited clloice other objections may be raised from a safety-oriented point 

of view. 
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The :iL,l"dled characteristics are nore or le.ss seili-critic:al , .. heli relative 

speeds anI! nvailable tir.e fnr action ure cOll::oidered. lil tbe !IU,iority of 

hraking manoeuvers re1ati\"c speeds het', .. een ve!licles are moderate ",hereas in 

sitllations I,here !'Illc!l hL.tIer relative speeds are iuvoln.!d no e:q'licit 

:;i!.';nullin~ is l'e1lltil'l':! (e.~. el'lergency stol'S, :itupl't'd ve!ticle on eXl'ress "ûy) • 

. \ second objection Cüll I.e rai:,wd in copnectioll "itb the fre':uency of tilc 

signalIed Chtlructeristics. Braldng anti changes of t1irectioll ure typically 

frequent manoeuvres ",hi1c other (and more critical) characteristics are 

tyricully infrefluent. Helative frequency may he related to informational 

content and rate of processinK, driver expectancies etc. \lithout entering into 

these conceptual prohlems however, it may be state!! that Idth rlecreasing 

relative frequency of stimuli reactions are generally slowed and/or contain 
16, 17) 'rl ' I' t' l' d " l' , more error • Ie lmp lca lon lere lS that a dltloO~ slgnalllng-

simplifying the perceptual ano proce::;sing rC(luirements - woulrl he particulnrly 

appropriate for infrequent characteristics • 

.\ third ohjection relates to the design of signais, given a specified nurnber 

of si~nals and specified !;leallings (that is: indicated characteristics). 

Signal rlesign 

To he effective signalling systems should be designed in such a way that each 

signal is easily detected and discriminated from other signals or a combination 

of signais, given the operational situation in wbich the system has to function. 

Relevant design principles relate to tbe selection of visual coding dimensions 

and numller of vulues or distance between values on one dimension, the number 

of attrihutes to be used in order to define any oue signal, the attrihutes of 

a signal-liglltsource which are not relevant to the definition of its signal 

and the experience of the driving population with signalling systems in general 

and vehicle signalling. 'v'ith re gard to the operational situation in , .. hich the 

system has to ftinction there seem to be several restricting conditions. One is 

that tlle viewing distance at which signals have to be identified is varinble. 

This implies that the visual angle subtended by a signal-lightsource and its 

'. illulninance at the observer's eye will he variable. This in turn implies that 

size nnd luminunce-coding will not be very effective if absolute judgements 

have to he made since the vie,ving distance w'ill have to be taken into account 

in decoding the signal, \ .. hich obviousl)" complicates thi. proces •• 

Moreover, luminancejintensity is generally taken to be a poor coding dimension 
, 12, 18) 

if ahsolute Judgements have to be made • Applied to present vehicle-

signalling this leads to the conclusion that tbe discrimination of brake- and 

taillights will be poor. 
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Irlprove:lent5 eau he mude in this respect (color-cliffercllce, se[larating brake

alld tuillig;hts), as is n.1",0 demon:;trated by re~3tllts of experiments in actual 

I "" " t" 5, 1 0
) rrlvlng sltUR lons 7 • 

. \ second restriction is thut distances at "hich si"nul.3 have to be identified 
1 . 1 . . " 1 . t t . ...., () 0 n ,.. (- ~ IJ) \ ma)" Je 'iLllte itr;..;e, Lrl :::jOlilt! crltlca Sl Ua lons up to _ -.:..)J l!1.o ••• t 

viewin~ c1i.3tun(;(>g of this magnitude most li~ittsources or patterns of light

sources ,viII he "point"sources (if tlle snrrounding luminance is 10,,,). This 

means tllut any cocting rnethocl bused on some one or two-dimensionul structuring 

(nnmher, size, length, pattern, form etc.) ,,,ill be effective only for moderate 

vie,án~ distances. For large vie"'iniJ; distances only properties of the emitted 

light (color, intensity) anti temporal variations of these properties (flashing 

lights) remain as coding possibilities (unless very large lightsources or 

patterns - about 0..70 m or 1!1.0re - are taken into consideration). Of these 

possibilities intensity muy he ruled out on the basis of former argumentation. 

Using flashing lights for large viewihg distances will also be consistent with 

restricting the llse of flashing lights to infrequent, critical situations for 

reasons of a distrncting influence 12) or, more specifically, a detrimental 

effect on the identificntion of other signals 21, 22). Such an effect increases 

of course with increasing frequency of flashing lights. From this point of view 

the clloice of flashing lights as indicators of a change in direction may be 

considered douhtful. 

From research specifically directed at improving rearlighting and signalling, 

and mainly perforrned in experimental driving situations, the conclusion can be 

dr~wn tha t co lor cod ing and functional sepnration 0 f s ignals (introducing a 

separation di5tance between signallights having different meaninga) will re.uIt 

in relatively fast and accurate identifications, especially "hen combinations 

of signals have to be ideutified 5, 19, 21, 22). With regard to color coding 

however, measures will have to be talcen in order to prevent the colorblind fr om 

missing signais. This may be done either by specifying the colors in such a 

way that these become discriminabie for the (some) partially deficient or by 

u.:ling color only in combinution ,dth another coding dimension. \,'ith re gard to 

fllnctional separation it r1uy be noted that this is a ruther broad categorization 

",hich encompusses cotling l'Iet:lOds such as number, pattern or line-orientation • 

. \ccuracy nnd speed of identificution may be further increased by redundant 

coding, that is, !lefining any one signal by more than one visual attribute 23, 
24). It would also seem recommendable to keep signal-lightsources more or less 

constant with respect to those visual attributes that do not define the signal 

in question. Two arguments may be given in favor. One is related to efficiency. 
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If differe!lt~i:;ni.Ll-lig1ttsoul'ces transrnittin;.; the S<ll'le signal display 

inconsistent differences ·>ith regard to their vulues on other visual dimensions, 

t:lese dir.len::;lons cannot be used for coding purposes anel tlie alreac\y lüüted 

run~e of pos:o:;ihilities \dll he even more restricted. :ieconrlly, tltere will be 

Ie;;;!; II()i:3(~: irrelevant differellces between "sume" signals may he interpreted 

[tS 110ise, from h,!tich the relevant visual attributes have to be sepurated in 

order to idelltify the signal. 

Hodification of the sigllalling system. 

On the hasis of the argunentations presented several changes with re gard to the 

informution provided as weIl as the design of signals seel'! to he in orfler. 

~dditionul information should be provided concerning low fre~uency, critical 

mover.lent characteristics. Emergency stops, stopped vehicles and "10"" speeds may 

he taken into consideration. Several problems emerge with re gard to the specifi

cation and realization of such signais. Firstly, the activation of the signais: 

in drc\er to get areliabie system manual operation should be avoided. 

For energency stops this sllould not he too difficult. Stopped vehicles and 

certain speeds however can only be regarded as infrequent or critical for 

specified situations. Automatic activation would therefore include not only 

sensing the vehicle's speed and subsequently activating a signal, but also 

sensin~ the situation ,dth respect to the relevance of activating a signal since 

signallin~ in situations in whicb little information is thereby provided can 

only he detrinental. A compromise solution might be constructed as follows: 

automatically uctivated "stopped"-signal (semi-critical, always activated) and 

maunally orerated critical "stopped"-signal (autonatic activation may be 

\,ossihle fol' SOl'1e conditions, for instance having stopped ufter emergency 

braking). At present direct signalling of loy speeds does not seea to be 

feasible. Indirectly, some form of signalling may be accomplished by indicating 

categories of vehicles which are generally characterized by relatively low 

speeds. 

A second pro' lem is that in change-over· periods slowly gro,dng numbers of 

vehicles will he able to display such newly introduced si~nals. This implies 

a decreasing frequency of the unindicated chü.racteristics, a diMinishing 

expectancy of these characteristics if these are not signalied, possibly 

resulting in an increased accident-probability for that condition. This means 

that during 0. change-over period an improvement in safety as a result of newly 

introdllced signals may be (partly) at the expense of those not yet equipped with 

such a signalling system (a comparable objection may be raised with re gard to 

signals provided on a "voluntary" basis, such as nov u •• cl for "al&l'II" or 

backing up). 
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A tltird pr01J lel'l relates to the increasing number of signais. It may be stated 

that nny increase in numher ",ill have some negative influence on the identi-
q,",) 

fication of other signals -J • No explicit criteria can be udopted llowever 

which enahle the specification of an exact upper limit. Some justification for 

an increase in numher may he tlerived ho, .. ever, from the ft\ct that rlainly 

infrequent cllaracteristics have been selected for additional signalling. 

Con seqnen tly, the prohabi 1 i ty of s ignal s already incorporated ,viII not change 

very much. Since signal prohability appears to lle a more important determinant 

of signal-identification than number of alternatives, negative side-effects may 

he as:mmed to be sr1al1. Fnrthermore, increasing the perceptual load here wi th 

regard to coded signals is coupled to a decrease in tlie load 1vith re gard to 

more "basic" perceptual processes. 

Problema also emerge concerning the modification of signal. incorporated in the 

present system. Present signals may be considered as "overlearned". 

Drastic changes in defining properties may therefore result in a temporary 

decrease in performance, even if these changes as such are improvements (this 

may be derived from a simple stimulus similarity-transfer model 26)0 Horeover, 

during a change-over period there viII be tvo signals defining one characteristic, 

which mayalso contribute to a temporary decrease in performance. These problems 

can be avoided if present defining properties are maintained and additional 

defining properties are introduced in order to improve the identification of 

signais. In this mnnner the "old" signals will be incorporated in the "new" 

ones. 

Given the requirements discussed here and previously, signals may still be 

specified in different ways. Practical considerations also have to be tatten 

into account. Some examples may be given, ho,,,ever. 

Improving the discrimination of brake from taillights has already been 

discussed (separation). Intensity may be nsed here as a secundary coding 

dimension if relative judgements are possible (which means separation distances 

sufficiently large for thc viewing distances involved). Flashing lights for 

the indication of changes in direction have been considered of doubtful value. 

A change in thi. respect, hovever, viII be in conflict vith the requirement. 

formulatcd above. Definition of this signaion the basis of flashing character

iatic, color (in the European situation) and number (if separated from other 

signais) ,dIl be sufficient. Limits may be set to the "irrelevant" properties 

of the signal-lightsourcea (fixing position, aize etc.). 
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r:i:1e["~:t'!lc:- ~t()~JS t'li..;,ltt he si;;nalled by flashing brakeli,,~hts Hno the seni-critir.a! 

":=;to')lJed"-corl'lition bv !'1temJv hrahelights (\"hich is a coml'["Ol:tlse takinl! 1 I ....... J .... 

practicHl prohlems into account, but is also enmpatihle ,áth the present 

",itaü.tion in which hrakcs 1'IUy he - and frequently are - upplieo in tllc stopl'cd 

conditi"Il). ror t!\C critical "stopped"-condition prt!sellt "alD.rm"-si;.:;nallin~ 

(simultaneously fluslling direction-indieators) ean be taken as a starting 

point. Tili,.; signal as sucll ho',ever ,viII not be suffieiently diseriminable. 

Simultancously flnshin~ hraLeU;,o;hts r.luy be added (whieh may be done in sueh a 

way that hraJcelights anc! direetion-indicators alternate). 

Concluding remarks 

, 
The proposed changes in vehicle rearlighting and signalling have been dtvided 

into four categories, related tor vehicle perceptibility, position-information, 

the definition of present signals and the introduction and definition of addi

tional signais. Since there seems to be no wa, to quantif, the expeeted effects 

of any specific alteration it will be difficult to state preferences for eoun

termeasures belonging to one or the other category or for specific countermeasu

res within any one category. 

Different selections can be made. 

Accepting this, it will be evident that any number of propoIals for improvement 

may be constructed on the basis of this set of measures. Thil is even more so, 

since specifie recommendations can be followed to varying degrees. For instanee, 

if the idea of standardizing separation distances between taillights is accep

ted, it is still possibleto consider different margins. To reach a final de

cision in such matters technical, economical and legal considerations also have 

to be taken into account. For these reasons no speeifie proposal has been in

cluded here, although aome sugge.tions have been made for illu.trative purposes. 

More or less speeifie proposals for improvement have been given by several other 

authors5, 6, 27). Af ter superficial examination these proposals see. to differ 

widely. From the point of view taken here it appears, howeTer, th at there are 

very few fundamental differences of opinion. Rather different selections are 

made out of the set of possible countermeasure., or stress i. laid on different 

considerations, for instanee: compatibility with the pre.ent situation and pro

viding for position-information (27, in this case compatibilit, with the present 

American situation), the discriminability of presently ineorporated .ignals 5\ 
or the additional indication of critical move~ènt-charaeteri.tic. 6~ The main 

point here is, however, that it may be mor. eondueiv. to th. imple •• ntation of 

countermea.ure. in this field to indicat. direction. in whieh improve •• nt. can 

be undertaken than to pre.ent .peeified propo.al. in whieh dift.r.ne •• - .ven 

tho •• ba.ad on more or leas arbitrary deei.ions - tend to be .tr •••• a .or. than 

similari ties. 
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